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DOG WALKER 

 

If you enter Inwood Hill Park with a well trained dog and a belief that your pet should not be 

leashed unnecessarily, chances are your walk will be very unpleasant. Only stubborn eccentricity 

and bravado can inspire one to break the leash law. Most will comply simply to avoid the hassle. 

Besides a few well-placed lucky ones, society conveniently allows no quarter to spare for any 

descent outside the norm. The standard-bearers in the western world are people rationalized into 

utter restraint. As a result, when this populace becomes dog walkers they are not able to control 

their pets, expediently thinking others cannot either. 

In this civilized corner of communal greenery, words as innocuous as, „I fixed him yesterday‟ 

can easily roll off the most timid middle class lips. Quick, surgical intervention and your dog is 

on the way to good behavior, vets never object. 

 

Victor was a permanent fixture in the park walking his dog twice a day. He felt unhappy, sensing 

that before he used to capture something essential of what mattered through his paintings. Now 

after not expressing himself for years he had a hollow feeling that something, an important 

understanding, eluded him. 

 Fortunately dog walking, an activity he would never have thought of engaging in before, having 

been marooned for more than a decade painting in a basement studio, enabled him to slowly  

begin to get a grasp on that particular something, a point of reference from which to begin 

understanding the world around him.  
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When Victor moved from the Lower East Side uptown he found himself spending plenty of time 

in the neighborhood pushing a baby carriage, dog walking and attending A.A. meetings. Behind 

chain-link fences, he watched his child play in sand pits and his dog in dog runs, often rushing to 

get to a cafeteria in some grim institutional building devoid of anything but chairs, terrible 

acoustics and lots of alcoholics and drug addicts. Loitering with other parents and A.A. meetings 

did not take root, but walking his dog offered an unobstructed view on the amazing behavior of 

all those whom he saw for years marching off to work in the mornings.  

As soon as his puppy grew up, Victor became proud to command one hundred and thirty pounds 

of dog flesh, mostly muscles in loose dark brown velvety fur with a sheen accentuating its 

musculature. His dog‟s eyes seemed to emit a yellow light of their own, shining like two life 

savers on its black snout. Plenty of wrinkles in between them made the beast appear displeased, 

while the main point to his pet‟s physiognomy was underlined by two lines of gleaming teeth 

with canines. 

 

For Victor, getting his bearings straight without the familiar comfort of a brush proved hard. 

Ironically the visual aspect of dog walking and the feeling of urban melancholy that went with it 

touched him enough to inspire his last paintings. His eye found subject matter in the absurd 

choreography between an owner, attached by leather to his dog, as well as indirectly, by a 

glistening stream to a fire hydrant.  

Besides all this, he did harbor a simple desire to be left alone with his harmless unleashed 

companion, instead of being pestered every other second. 

 

“Is he friendly?” 
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Barundi, Victor‟s dog, was in a hurry to get to an empty bench.  

“Is he friendly?” 

    Whoever came up with an idea of making benches out of cement?  

Barundi was already smelling its cracked bulky mold. 

“Is he friendly?” 

At that moment Victor was under a spell of one of his macho rules, and its consequences, which 

was to take full responsibility for his dog. By that he meant always being vigilant about not 

endangering other dogs or people because of Barundi‟s behavior. It served as his justification for 

feeling that he earned the right to not answer any idiotic questions such as „Is he friendly?‟ 

At times, he felt like being provocative and once, even tried to explain himself to a total stranger. 

He made his explanation quick but still ended up with a mouthful. It went something like this,  

„If I say he is friendly it does not necessarily mean so! Therefore for best results just look at my 

dog‟s behavior for yourself and make an appropriate deduction.‟  

For all his effort, Victor received an angry stare and a repeat of the question; „Is he friendly?‟ 

“He is not going to come up to you!” 

     The most important thing you fellow park users should know. Now that should do it!  

But usually, it never did. The words kept on being screamed at Victor through a cyclone fence. 

 “Is he friendly?!”  

    Can’t you see, my dog is not going to pee on daffodils and then bite you!  

 “He is not going to come up to you!” 

Victor felt like a broken record, scratched with stubborn repetition. To add to the drama, Barundi 

began to walk in circles while sniffing profusely, commencing a ritual engraved in his genetic 

code he never forgot to do with care. Circling the chosen spot in deep concentration, Barundi  
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struggled with some precise system of where exactly to enhance the environment. Victor used 

this opportunity to demonstratively whip out a plastic bag and eagerly attend to the business at 

hand. His frustration went into adamantly disregarding the leash law, thinking of it as simply 

heartless stupidity. He compensated in his own pedantic ways. Not only by obeying the legal 

requirement of picking up after his dog, but also tying neat knots on the plastic bags when filled. 

To a frustrated artist, a warrior without a war, the difference between the two laws meant the 

world. With a neatly tied bag of shit in hand, Victor thought he stood on the moral high-ground.  

 

             The man appeared like an echo, long after his screaming, „Is he friendly!‟ He moved sideways 

like a crab, his back against the fence. On this sunny day he was dressed in a raincoat which gave 

him the appearance of a flasher. He was clutching something to his chest, repeating the magic 

phrase which required an urgent answer. 

A tiny head popped out from under his coat and began barking. Victor suddenly lost his appetite 

to meander around fenced off areas for designated activities, and to stop by a small dog run next  

to the baseball field. Instead, he had an urge to transport himself into a moment of release where 

the sea of leaves quietly shimmers on a grassy hill and not many people are to be found, a little 

meadow located much deeper into the park‟s interior. He decided to take a longer walk and  

started in that direction. Even this unfortunate, city dweller could not squeeze „He is friendly‟, 

out of Victor. 

 

The day was beautiful, the birds were singing and Victor was in a good mood.  Barundi was way 

ahead of him at a barely acceptable distance. Often, after smelling something particularly  
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malodorous, he shook his head from side to side as if answering somewhere in between a „yes‟ 

and a „no‟. His black lower lip sagging at the corners exposed the burgundy inner side which 

became covered with froth. The tip of his tongue flickered in and out, mixing saliva with odor 

particles on the palate near the opening at the back of his nasal passage, while the skin covering 

his jaws pulsated like a bellow. 

Victor increased his pace to catch up with Barundi, laughing to himself from time to time, 

finding irresistible humor in having a companion who pees everywhere and never looks at the 

sky.  Barundi was again sniffing a new bush and then another and another.  Victor was walking 

up the hill trying to penetrate the shady depth of the park as quickly as possible, to get away and 

stretch out on the hidden meadow. 

 

“Would you leash your dog, please!” 

A second later the shout was followed by another, “Leash your dog, please!” 

Twenty yards away, on an adjacent path stood a woman with a growling Husky showing off its 

supposed ferociousness. Victor paid her apprehension a tribute by smiling and saying 

definitively and loudly, “My dog is not going to come up to you!” 

Barundi was not allowed to interact with dogs on leashes, not even to slow down and sniff while 

bypassing. The rule was enforced from the beginning, so to his great pride it did not have to be 

anymore. Yet this particular dog owner was able to infect Victor with enough of her anxiety to 

make him say, “Barundi, heel!”, as well.   

“That‟s what they all say!”, she yelled back. 
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Suddenly his attention was diverted by a hawk, looking more like a fixed winged plane than a 

bird of prey piloting between branches. It swooped down on a seemingly random bush to  

retrieve a squirrel, only to let it go when Barundi saw the raptor‟s flight so close to the ground as 

a hunting opportunity, almost landing on top of the great bird. It flew away gracefully, a creature 

secure in the knowledge that there is always a pigeon for easy picking out there somewhere in 

the greater New York City metropolitan area. 

The next moment, Barundi lost the only chance life will ever present him of catching a stunned 

and wounded squirrel. But to sink his teeth into squirming flesh in a fur coat was not his idea of 

fun and the inner knowledge of that weighed him down. He did however give it a chase up the 

tree, for the sport of it. Dappled sunlight shone on little dots of blood on the pavement, marking 

the episode.  

Observing all this, Victor had not been aware of the drama unfolding nearby. The woman‟s dog 

tugged so hard that its owner was pulled down and landed hard on the pavement. The released 

dog ran up to Barundi and now cowered, not knowing how to extricate itself back to boring 

safety. Victor helped the woman up, handing her the leash which she tore from him with a 

shaking hand, while Barundi‟s all consuming effort of marking his territory quickly transported 

him far away. To him the Husky was all but nonexistent. As they parted, she turned back, 

looking completely exhausted. 

“You should leash your dog!” 

“Are you out of your mind?” 

      Here it is. I am so stupid! I just can’t learn! It simply came out. 

“No, you are out of your mind to walk such a large dog off the leash! What is your name, I am 

going to report you to the Park Department!” 
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 “My name is Bob!” 

A few moments later striding purposefully away Victor was wondering what made him say 

„Bob‟.  

    And then that hawk. To tell someone. They wouldn’t believe it. Right here in Manhattan!    

He decided to walk to Fort Tryon Park, the dog run there had become his new destination. Victor 

still held onto the mood of a daydreamer, wanting to just exist for an hour or two while  

wandering among the trees. He chose a long leisurely walk through the two parks and back 

which could easily stretch to a couple of hours.  

 

Before exiting Inwood Hill Park, in the middle of the path Victor found a young woman lying 

with one arm under her head and the other outstretched, clasping the ground. For a second, 

Victor‟s brain refused to perceive the woman‟s horizontal placement, conditioned to joggers 

jogging, not laying dramatically sprawled on the park‟s path. Her lips were blue, with a bit of 

saliva at the corners. After an instant of disbelief dissolved into reality, he flipped open his cell 

and dialed 911.  

“See if she responds.”  

Victor kneeled next to the woman.  

“Are you ok?!” 

„Obviously not!‟, the three of them thought.  

His perception of time slowed everything down to almost a standstill. Victor was amused that he 

had enough time to reflect on the stupidity of his own everyday speech. 

“She is not responding! Looks like she had some kind of a seizure, but not epilepsy.” 

“You have to make sure that her head is not below her body.” 
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He was also instructed to see that nothing is obstructing her breathing and to wait for the medics 

to get there. It took a moment of hesitation to drive over the social road bump of touching 

somebody without permission, even if an emergency calls for it. As he took hold of her ankles in 

order to move her into a position in which her head would be leveled with her body, she began 

coming to consciousness. 

“Can you hear me?” 

Her lips gained a bit of color. 

 “Where is Lucky?” 

The woman‟s eyes were open but uncomprehending, now that they were not busy pulsating back 

and forth beneath her eyelids. 

“Lucky is here, he is doing fine!” 

Her Irish Setter was nearby, scratching at the ground. Barundi was graciously letting him be, 

sniffing an old can of cat food, knowing full well that the dog was anxious for its owner and 

should be left alone. She got up, and like a tin soldier coming to life in jerky robotic movements 

proceeded to stumble up the path in the opposite direction to the exit, about to smash her head on 

a rock at any moment. 

 

In fifteen minutes, with the woman‟s dog on a leash and her upper arm firmly clasped, Victor 

walked the jogger out of the park to find an ambulance and a police car parked next to the 

entrance, paramedics and cops milling about their vehicles. A moment later she was sitting 

down, coming more to herself, and answering questions from a medic equipped with a clipboard.  

Victor felt warm satisfaction after having helped somebody in need. He felt that his was a job 

well done, a nice little segment of life to add to one‟s memories. 
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He turned to one of the paramedics, a short balding guy full of quick movements, busy doing 

something next to him.  

“It feels pretty good to do something like this…and you do it daily!” 

 “Yes.” 

He nodded his head, half smiling. 

“Yes, it‟s good to be doing this kind of work.” 

 

Emergency workers‟ special mix of humility and pride expressed itself in a little head shake, 

which said, „We do heroic things all the time and we do not consider it a big deal!‟ 

Victor noticed that the two grinning cops were leaning on their patrol car staring at patient 

Barundi, who was obediently waiting for his master. Realizing that he was still holding Lucky by 

the leash, Victor offered to bring the dog to the owner‟s house. 

“No need for that. Her boyfriend will be here in fifteen minutes.” 

After handing the leash to one of the police officers, Victor gave a sign to Barundi to walk next 

to him. Celebrating the moment by departing with his „off- the-leash‟ dog while the cops were 

following him and staring, he imagined, in awe of the control he had over his dog.  

He crossed Dyckman Street proudly walking towards Fort Tryon. 

 

 


